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Relative strength of 5’ splice-site strength defines functions of
SRSF2 and SRSF6 in alternative splicing of Bcl-x pre-mRNA
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Bcl-x, a member of the Bcl-2 family, plays a key role in apoptosis. Alternative splicing of Bcl-x pre-mRNA through alternative 5’ splice-site selection produces an anti-apoptotic mRNA
isoform that includes exon 2b and a pro-apoptotic Bcl-x mRNA
isoform that excludes exon 2b. Here we used Bcl-x minigene
and identified SRSF2 and SRSF6 as two regulatory factors of 5’
splice-site selection of Bcl-x pre-mRNA. We selected binding
clusters closer to 5’ splice-sites from multiple potential binding
sites of SRSF2 and SRSF6 to perform loss of functions analysis
through site-directed mutagenesis. Our results demonstrated
that these mutations did not abolish regulatory functions of
SRSF2 or SRSF6, indicating that a single binding motif or a
cluster was not a functional target of these proteins in Bcl-x
pre-mRNA splicing. Random deletion mutagenesis did not
disrupt the role of SRSF2 and SRSF6. Importantly, mutagenesis
of 5’ splice-site to a conserved or a weaker score demonstrated
that the weaker strength of the target 5’ splice-site or higher
strength of the other 5’ splice-site strength limited the role of
SRSF2 and SRSF6 in 5’ splice-site activation. [BMB Reports
2021; 54(3): 176-181]

INTRODUCTION
Alternative splicing provides genome diversity. Defects of alternative splicing causes multiple human diseases such as cancer
(1, 2). Bcl-x, a member of the Bcl-2 family, plays a key role in
apoptosis (3). Nearby 5’ splice-site (5’L) selection of Bcl-x
pre-mRNA produces a Bcl-x longer mRNA isoform that
includes exon 2b, which subsequently directs translation of
longer anti-apoptotic Bcl-x protein isoform (Bcl-xL) (Fig. 1A)
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(4). By contrast, distant 5’ splice-site (5’SS) activation produces
a Bcl-x mRNA isoform that excludes exon 2b which subsequently directs translation of shorter pro-apoptotic Bcl-x protein isoform (Bcl-xS) (Fig. 1A). Anti-apoptotic Bcl-xL protein is
predominantly expressed in many cancer cells to resist apoptotic stimuli such as chemotherapeutic agents (5). By contrast,
pro-apoptotic Bcl-xS causes apoptosis and increase sensitivity
to anti-cancer drugs (3). Thus, balanced alternative splicing of
Bcl-x plays important roles in the decision of cell survival or
cell death. Multiple splicing factors including Sam68, SRSF1,
SRSF2, SRSF9 and hnRNP K are shown to regulate alternative
splicing of Bcl-x (6).
SRSF2 and SRSF6 are members of arginine/serine-rich (SR)
protein family (7). SR proteins share a bipartite structure with
two functional domains: an RNA binding domain with multiple
RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) and an arginine/serine-rich (RS)
domain (7). SR proteins regulate constitutive splicing and
alternative splicing. While RNA binding domains provide
binding affinity to RNA, RS domain activates splicing (8). Binding motifs of SRSF2 is more degenerate than other SR proteins.
Using in vitro functional SELEX, CLIP-seq and structure-based
analysis, it was demonstrated that SRSF2 prefers GA- or purinerich and SSNG (S: C/G) (9, 10). SRSF6 prefers USCGKM (S:
G/C, K: U/G, M: A/C) sequence in in vitro functional SELEX
assay (11).
In the present study, using overexpression of various SR
proteins with a Bcl-x minigene, we identified SRSF2 and SRSF6
as the regulatory factors of 5’ splice-site selection of Bcl-x
pre-mRNA. Among multiple predicted potential binding sites
of SRSF2 and SRSF6 in Bcl-x pre-mRNA, we selected binding
clusters closer to 5’ splice-sites to perform loss of functions
analysis through site-directed mutagenesis. Our results demonstrated that these mutations did not abolish regulatory functions of SRSF2 or SRSF6, indicating that single binding motif or
cluster was not a functional target of these proteins in Bcl-x
pre-mRNA splicing. Random deletion mutagenesis did not
disrupt the function of SRSF2 and SRSF6. Importantly, mutagenesis of 5’ splice-site to a conserved or a weaker score
demonstrated that weaker strength of target 5’ splice-site or
higher strength of the other 5’ splice-site limited the role of
SRSF2 and SRS6 in 5’ splice-site activation.
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selection in Bcl-x, we applied a minigene-based analysis in
293T cells (Fig. 1A). We produced a Bcl-x minigene in which
only 0.43 kilobases (kb) of intron 2 (55.6 kb) were included
(Fig. 1B). As shown in Fig. 1C (lane 1), the minigene produced
much more shorter Bcl-x isoform than longer isoform. Thus
splicing factors that promote exon inclusion would be easier to
be observed with this minigene. In addition, as endogenous
Bcl-x had much more longer isoform than shorter isoform, we
expected that splicing factors for promoting longer isoforms in
minigene would reduce longer isoform in endogenous Bcl-x.
Considering the fact that there are more longer Bcl-x isoforms
in cells, detecting reduced longer isoform or increased shorted
isoform would be much more apparent. To identify regulatory
factors of Bcl-x 5’ splice-site selection, we carried out overexpression of various SR proteins along with Bcl-x minigenes
(Fig. 1C). RT-PCR analysis showed that SRSF2 and SRSF6 promoted longer isoform splicing significantly (~81.4%, ~70%)
(lanes 11 and 6), whereas SRSF3, SRSF4, SRSF5, SRSF7,
65
SRSF9, Tra2 or U2AF did not (lanes 3, 7, 5, 10, 4, 8 and 9).
To assess whether regulatory functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6 in
Bcl-x minigene were also observable in endogenous Bcl-x, we
performed splicing assays of endogenous Bcl-x following
SRSF2- or SRSF6-targeting shRNA treatment. Fig. 1D shows
that reduced expression of SRSF2 and SRSF6 could not alter
endogenous Bcl-x splicing, suggesting an inconsistency of
effects between minigene and endogenous alternative splicing.
Thus we decided to focus our attention on the regulatory
mechanisms of SRSF2 and SRSF6 in Bcl-x minigene.

Multiple potential binding motifs of SRSF2 and SRSF6 are
predicted in the Bcl-x minigene

Fig. 1. SRSF2 and SRSF6 promote longer isoform of Bcl-x alternative splicing. (A) Schematic of alternative 5’ splice-site selection
in Bcl-x pre-mRNA is shown. Exons are shown with boxes. Introns
are shown with lines. Location of 5’ splice-sites of longer (5’L) and
shorter (5’S) isoforms are shown. Primers used in endogenous RT-PCR
are shown by arrows. (B) Schematic of Bcl-x minigene is shown.
Deleted intron length is shown. Sequences from vector are shown
as dotted arc. Primers used in RT-PCR are shown with arrows. (C)
RT-PCR assays of 5’ splice-site selection in Bcl-x pre-mRNA within
Bcl-x minigene in pcDNA (3.1), SRSF2, SRSF3, SRSF4, SRSF5, SRSF6,
65
SRSF7, SRSF9, Tra2 and U2AF overexpressed cells are shown.
Quantitation results are also shown. (D) RT-PCR analysis of Bcl-x
alternative splicing in SRSF2 or SRSF6 knockdown, untreated or
non-silencing shRNA treated 293T cells are shown.

RESULTS
SRSF2 and SRSF6 promote longer isoform of Bcl-x alternative
splicing

Given the fact that SR proteins would target specific RNA
sequences to regulate RNA splicing, we first asked whether
there might be potential binding sequences of SRSF2 and
SRSF6. Functional SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by
Exponential Enrichment) was applied to identify ESEs (Exon
Splicing Enhancers) for SRSF2 and SRSF6 proteins. Sequences
of ESEs were described in a web-based program called
ESEfinder (10-12) (http://exon.cshl.edu/ESE/). In addition to SELEX
based analysis, solution structure analysis and functional confirmation demonstrated that SRSF2 could also recognize SSNG
(S = C/G) sequences. We then applied Bcl-x minigene RNA
sequences into ESEfinder tool and SSNG to locate potential
binding sequences of SRSF2 and SRSF6. We demonstrated that
there are 72 potential SRSF2 (red) and 31 SRSF6 (blue) binding
motifs/clusters in Bcl-x pre-mRNA (Supplementary Fig. 1). As
the binding motifs of SR proteins especially SRSF2 are
degenerate, some of the binding sequences are overlapped.
We observed that there are 23 overlapped binding motifs of
SRSF2 and SRSF6 (orange) in Bcl-x pre-mRNA. Thus, we conclude that multiple potential binding motifs/clusters exist in
Bcl-x pre-mRNA.

To identify the regulatory factors of alternative 5’ splice-site
http://bmbreports.org
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Single binding clusters of SRSF2/SRSF6 are not functional
targets of SRSF2/SRSF6 proteins

Our laboratory and other laboratories have demonstrated that
single binding site or clusters are functional targets of SR proteins (13-15). Using previous approaches, we selected sequences
located closer to 5’ splice-sites including several binding
motifs of “SRSF2” and “SRSF6” in Fig. 2. We performed
“loss-of-function” assay for these potential binding sites, in
which mutation of potential binding sites of SRSF2 or SRSF6 in
Bcl-x minigene should be able to disrupt the ability of SRSF2
or SRSF6 to promote the longer isoform splicing of Bcl-x.
Potential SRSF2 binding sequences we analyzed were located
immediately upstream of 5’ splice-site of longer isoform,
containing several SRSF2 binding motifs to form a binding
cluster (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Fig. 2A, red). We introduced
single nucleotide (SRSF2-M1, SRSF2-M2), double nucleotides

(SRSF2-M3, SRSF2-M4), and multiple nucleotides (SRSF2-M5,
SRSF2-M6) into the Bcl-x minigene (green, Fig. 2A). As shown
in Fig. 2A, all mutant minigenes still preserved the function of
SRSF2 in promoting longer Bcl-x isoform, indicating that these
mutations did not disrupt the function of SRSF2 (lanes 3, 6, 9,
12, 15 and 18). Thus the RNA sequences did not function as
the target of SRSF2. We next carried out mutagenesis analysis
of potential SRSF6 binding sites. The sequence we analyzed
contained a cluster of three SRSF6 binding sequences sites
(blue, Fig. 2B, upper). We produced one binding site
(SRSF6-M1, SRSF6-M2, SRSF6-M3), two binding sites (SRSF6-M4,
SRSF6-M5, SRSF6-M6) and three binding sites (SRSF6-M7)
mutations in Bcl-x minigene (green, Fig. 3B, upper). As shown
in Fig. 2B, none of these mutants disabled the function of
SRSF6 in Bcl-x pre-mRNA splicing (lanes 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18
and 21). Taken together, these results indicate that binding
clusters of SRSF2/SRSF6 did not play as functional targets of
SRSF2/SRSF6.

Random deletion of exons did not disrupt functions of
SRSF2/SRSF6 in Bcl-x pre-mRNA splicing

Considering the facts that there are multiple potential binding
sequences in Bcl-x pre-mRNA and that site-directed muta-

Fig. 2. Single binding clusters of SRSF2/SRSF6 are not functional
targets of SRSF2/SRSF6 proteins. (A) (Upper) Mutated sequences in
SRSF2–M1, SRSF2–M2, SRSF2–M3, SRSF2–M4, SRSF2–M5 and SRSF2–
M6 minigenes are shown. Potential SRSF2 binding sequences are
shown in red. Mutated sequences are shown in green. (Lower)
RT-PCR analysis of 5’ splice-site selection in Bcl-x mutant minigenes, including SRSF2–M1, SRSF2–M2, SRSF2–M3, SRSF2–M4,
SRSF2–M5, and SRSF2–M6 minigenes are shown. Quantitation
results are shown. (B) (Upper) Mutated sequences in SRSF6–M1,
SRSF6–M2, SRSF6–M3, SRSF6–M4, SRSF6–M5, SRSF6–M6, and
SRSF6–M7 minigenes are shown. Potential SRSF6 binding sequences are shown in blue. Mutated sequences are shown in
green. (Lower) RT-PCR analysis of 5’ splice-site selection in Bcl-x
mutant minigenes are shown. Quantitation results are shown.
178 BMB Reports

Fig. 3. Random deletion of exons did not disrupt functions of
SRSF2 or SRSF6 in Bcl-x pre-mRNA splicing. (A) (Upper) Deleted
regions from exon 2a in E2a/D1, E2a/D2, and E2a/D3 minigenes
are shown with dot lined boxes. Length of the deleted parts are
also shown. (Lower) RT-PCR analysis of 5’ splice-site selection in
E2a/D1, E2a/D2 and E2a/D3 minigenes are shown. Quantitation
results are shown. (B) (Upper) Deleted regions from exon 2b in
E2b/D1, E2b/D2, E2b/D3 and E2b/D4 minigenes are shown with
dot lined boxes. Length of the deleted parts are also shown.
(Lower) RT-PCR analysis of 5’ splice-site selection in E2b/D1,
E2b/D2, E2b/D3 and E2b/D4 minigenes are shown. Quantitation
results are shown.
http://bmbreports.org
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genesis of SRSF2/SRSF6 binding clusters could not identify
functional targets of these proteins, we decided to test the
possibility that SRSF2 and SRSF6 might function through more
binding motifs or clusters. We first deleted 355 nt, 405 nt and
455 nt from exon 2a (E2a/D1, E2a/D2 and E2a/D3) (Fig. 3A,
Upper). As shown in Fig. 3A, SRSF2 and SRSF6 were still able
to promote longer form expression of E2a/D1 and E2a/D2
mutants (lanes 2, 3, 5 and 6, lower). E2a/D3 mutant produced
E2b included isoform exclusively (lane 7), an increase of the
inclusion isoform could not be observed (lanes 8 and 9). Thus,
E2a deletion mutation was unable to identify the functional
target of SRSF2 or SRSF6. We further performed deletion
mutagenesis of exon 2b by deleting 56 nt, 120 nt at 5’ of exon
2b (E2b/D1 and E2b/D2), 56 nt from middle (E2b/D3), and 57
nt from 3’ of exon 2b (E2b/D4) (Fig. 3B, Upper). Among these
mutants, E2b/D2 mutant produced E2b-included isoform
exclusively (lane 4, Fig. 3B, lower), making it difficult to detect
the abolishment of functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6 (lanes 5 and
6). Three other mutants showed strong activity of SRSF2 and
SRSF6 on exon 2b inclusion (lanes 2, 3, 8, 9, 11 and 12).
Thus, random deletions of exon 2b were unable to identify
functional targets of SRSF2/SRSF6. These results imply that a
combination of binding sites from different locations is needed
to be functionally targeted by SRSF2 and SRSF6.

Relative strength of 5’ splice-site strength determines
splices-site selection functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6

We observed that 5’ splice-site of E2b (5’2b) (90.83) had a
much higher strength than E2a (5’2a) (77.41) (Human Splicing
Finder, http://umd.be/Redirect.html) (16). We thus wondered
whether 5’ splice-site strength might play important roles in
the 5’ splice-site selection function of SRSF2 and SRSF6. We
first produced a mutant minigene in which 5’2a and 5’2b were
inverted (Inv) (Fig. 4A, left). Strikingly, activities of SRSF2 and
SRSF6 in promoting exon 2b inclusion were almost abolished
(lanes 2 and 3, right). Thus, 5’ splice-site strength plays a role
in functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6. We next performed mutagenesis for the 5’ splice-site to assess effects of the strength of
5’ splice-site on splice-site selection. We first mutated 5’2a
sequences without changing 5’2b sequences. We produced a
conservative or a weaker score (71.60) mutations in 5’2a
(Cons2a and W2a) (Fig. 4B, left). As shown in Fig. 4B, Cons2a
almost completely abolished activities of SRSF2 and SRSF6
(lanes 2 and 3), indicating that 5’ splice-site with higher score
could overcome activation of the other 5’ splice-site by SRSF2
and SRSF6. W2a mutant was spliced to form the longer Bcl-x
isoform exclusively. Thus increase of longer isoform by SRSF2
and SRSF6 could not be observed. We further mutated 5’2b
sequences without mutating 5’2a sequences. SRSF2 and SRSF6
promoted E2b inclusion of Cons2b mutant (Fig. 4C, right,
lanes 2 and 3), in which 5’2b was mutated to a conserved
sequence (Fig. 4C, left), suggesting that better splice-site did
not interrupt its activation by SRSF2 or SRSF6. By contrast,
W2b mutant abolished SRSF2 and SRSF6 (lanes 5 and 6),
http://bmbreports.org

Fig. 4. Relative 5’ splice-site strength determines splices-site selection functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6. (A) (Upper) Two 5’ sequences
of 5’ splice-site switched mutant minigene (Inv) are shown. Mutated sequences are shown in red. (Lower) RT-PCR analysis results
of 5’ splice-site selection in Inv minigenes are shown. (B) (Upper)
Two 5’ sequences of Cons2a and W2a minigenes are shown.
Mutated sequences are shown in red. (Lower) RT-PCR analysis
results of 5’ splice-site selection in Cons2a and W2a minigenes
are shown. (C) (Upper) Two 5’ sequences of Cons2b and W2b
minigenes are shown. Mutated sequences are shown in red.
(Lower) RT-PCR analysis of 5’ splice-site selection in Cons2b and
W2b minigenes are shown.

indicating that weaker 5’ splice-site was not able to support its
activation by SRSF2 and SRSF6. Taken together, we conclude
that, for 5’ splice-site selection activity of SRSF2 and SRSF6,
mutagenesis of 5’ splice-site to a conserved or a weaker score
demonstrated that an activated 5’ splice-site with weaker score
or the other 5’ splice-site with a higher score could limit the
role of 5’ splice-site.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we identified SRSF2 and SRSF6, as regulatory
proteins for 5’ splice-site selection of Bcl-x pre-mRNA using a
minigene system. We applied site-directed mutagenesis to
potential binding motifs or clusters that located closer to the 5’
splice-site to identify target RNA sequences of SRSF2 and
SRSF6. We further performed random deletion mutagenesis of
exons 2a and 2b to locate targets of these proteins. Our results
indicate that both site-directed and deletion mutations could
not abolish activities of Bcl-x. Remarkably, the strength of 5’
splice-site of the one activated by SRSF2 and SRSF6 and the
other one play roles in functions of SRSF2 and SRSF6. Less
conserved sequences of activated 5’ splice-site or more conserved sequences of the other one abolished activities of
SRSF2 and SRSF6 in Bcl-x splicing, suggesting that the strength
BMB Reports
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of 5’ splice-site could regulates the function of SRSF2 and
SRSF6.
SR proteins have a single RNA binding motif or cluster in
splicing regulation (15, 17). We observed that mutations of
single binding motif or cluster in Bcl-x pre-mRNA were unable
to disrupt functions of SRSF2 or SRSF6. Deletion mutations of
exon 2a and 2b were unable to abolish their functions either,
suggesting that multiple binding motifs or clusters from
different locations might function as functional targets of
SRSF2 and SRSF6. It has been shown that SR proteins
collaborate in the regulation of alternative splicing (18, 19).
Splicing machineries in multiple binding motifs could collaborate to regulate Bcl-x splicing. In Bcl-x pre-mRNA, many
binding motifs or clusters of SRSF2 and SRSF6 were predicted.
From these motifs or clusters, we selected sequences closer to
the 5’ splice-site to perform functional analysis. These mutations were not functional targets of SRSF2 or SRSF6. Our
previous results have demonstrated that single binding targets
of SR proteins are located close to splice-sites (13, 17).
Although we could not test all predicted binding motifs for
functional analysis, distant sequences from splice-sites might
also be functional targets of SRSF2 and SRSF6.
Although SRSF2 and SRSF6 regulate Bcl-x alternative
splicing in a minigene assay with an overexpression approach,
these proteins could not modulate endogeneous Bcl-x premRNA using shRNA-mediated knockdown approach. Differences in the overexpression of exogenous SR proteins and
endogenous knockdown can explain the disparity in results
using different approaches. Such disparity might also come
from differences of Bcl-x RNA. The Bcl-x minigene we tested
did not include the whole intron (55.6 kb), but only partial
intron (0.43 kb). It has been shown that overexpressed SRSF2
can regulate endogenous Bcl-x pre-mRNA splicing in A549
cells (20). However, we could not observe effects of SRSF2
effects on endogenous Bcl-x in the present study. Such differences between the previous study and the present study
could be due to experimental differences and different cell
lines tested.
Our results demonstrated the importance of 5’ splice-site
strength in the function of SRSF2 and SRSF6 in regulating Bcl-x
pre-mRNA splicing. This is consistent with previous reports
showing that alternative 5’ splice-site is affected by the
strength of 5’ splice-site and the distance between two 5’
splice-sites (21-23). 5’ splice-site selection has various selection mechanisms. One study has shown that distant 5’ splicesite affects proximal 5’ splice-site, while another report has
shown that spliceosome prefers most proximal 5’ splice-site to
distal 5’ splice-site (24, 25). Although strength of both distant
and proximal 5’ splice-sites play important roles in the function of SRSF2 and SRSF6, they have opposite directions. How
the strength of 5’ splice-site affects functions of SRSF2 and
SRSF6 need to be clarified through further studies.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid construction

Bcl-x minigene was produced by deleting part of exon 2a and
intron from the minigene that we constructed previously (26).
Nhe I and EcoR I restriction enzymes were used to clone Bcl-x
minigene into pCI-neo vector. All mutant constructs were
generated by site-directed mutagenesis using Bcl-x minigene as
a template. All primer sequences are listed in Supplementary
Table 1.

Cell culture, plasmid transfection and immunoblotting

HEK293T cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM) media (HyClone) supplemented with 10%
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37oC.
2 mM Glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 g/ml streptomycin were also added. To transfect DNA into cells, cells are
treated with 100 l DMEM containing 0.5 g DNA mixed with
2 g polyethyleneimide (PEI). Culture media were changed
after 4 h of incubation. RNAs were extracted from cells at 48 h
after transfection. Immunoblotting was performed as previously
described (27) using anti-SC35 (Millipore), anti-SRp55 (Millipore)
and anti-Tubulin (Abcam) antibodies.

RT-PCR

RT-PCR was performed as previously described (28). MLV
reverse transcriptase (ELPISBIO) and oligo-dT18 primer were
used to reverse transcribe RNA. In the PCR reaction, primer set
bm1/bm2 was used analyze Bcl-x minigene splicing while
primer set be1/be2 was used to detect endogenous Bcl-x
splicing.
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